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Important Note: This book was written with the average mar-
riage in mind that has its share of heartache, misunderstand-
ings, and normal marital spats. If you are dealing with a more 
serious issue, such as porn addiction or adultery, or if the 
conflict you experience over any issue causes arguments that 
escalate quickly or even frighten you due to verbal abuse or 
physical harm, get help! Reach out to your pastor if you have one. 
Or you can find a Christian counselor in your area by visiting 
ccn.thedirectorywidget.com. Or if you are in physical danger 
and being abused, please stop what you are doing now and call 
the National Domestic Abuse Hotline at 1-800-799-7233 or visit 
www.thehotline.org.

Also, I realize that not all of you reading this are on your first 
marriage. For a variety of reasons— whether beyond your con-
trol or due directly to your own choice— you are no longer with 
your first spouse and are part of a remarriage situation. Please 
know that, in advocating for you to continue to show up in your 
relationship and do the hard work of behaving in a biblical man-
ner in your marriage, I’m referring to your current marriage. Do 
not misinterpret my encouragement to hang in there in your 
relationship as a condemnation for not staying married to your 
former spouse. No wagging fingers from me— just grace and a 
reminder that God’s mercies are new every single day.
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11

O N E

WHERE DOES A WIFE 
GO TO RESIGN?

There can be no deep disappointment 
where there is not deep love.

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.

Whom have I in heaven but you? And earth 
has nothing I desire besides you. My flesh and 

my heart may fail, but God is the strength 
of my heart and my portion forever.

PSALM 73:25–26

Why is this so hard? I can’t do this anymore! I cried out to 
God as I sat cross- legged on the bedroom floor of our very 

first apartment, my eyes stinging with hot, salty tears. Out in the 
living room on a hand- me- down couch sat my husband, bewil-
dered himself, unable to handle his wife’s unstable emotions. I’m 
sure he was also thinking that this marriage wasn’t at all what 
he’d imagined it would be.

I was a brand- new bride of just six weeks, fresh off the 
honeymoon and with our moving boxes barely unpacked. Our 
thank- you notes for the wedding gifts hadn’t even been sent! 
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12 KEEP SHowING UP 

But already I had buyer’s remorse. Or I guess more accurately, 
“bridal remorse.” All I knew was that this “happily ever after” 
thing was not so happy after all. I already wanted to resign from 
my newly acquired position of “wife.”

My husband and I met during our sophomore year of col-
lege. On our Midwestern Christian campus, students came 
to get a dual degree— one in their chosen field of study and 
one in the department of matrimony, snagging not only the 
title Bachelor of Arts behind their name but also Bachelor/
Bachelorette- No- More. I’d received my BA in social science as 
well as my “Mrs.” degree within three weeks of each other. I was 
pleased with the first one, having worked hard to graduate with 
honors. My diploma hung proudly on the wall in our postage- 
stamp- sized apartment. The second degree I now wished I  
could give back.

I never envisioned being unhappy in my marriage. Not for 
a moment. Of course, during our dating days, Todd and I had 
experienced some disagreements and spats. However, these 
lovers’ quarrels always concluded with us smooching and mak-
ing up, more in love than ever before. (Cue the sappy music and 
puppy- dog eyes.) But much to my dismay, the first few years of 
my marriage were rocky and rough.

I had imagined a relationship of big- screen marital bliss. 
Candlelit dinners. Surprise bouquets of wildflowers. Holding 
hands at the movies. Moonlit strolls along a lovely path. Then 
the tidal wave of reality hit.

Instead of the candlelit dinner, it was burnt roast. When he 
once again came home late from work, I wrongly interpreted it 
as him caring little about my culinary efforts. We didn’t get to 
the hand- holding at the theatre much because we couldn’t make 
up our minds about which show to see. And there were strolls 
along the path all right— all alone down the dimly lit streets in 
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 wHERE DoES A wIfE Go To RESIGN? 13

our neighborhood, just after I stormed away from my beloved 
following yet another dispute.

Facing the fresh, harsh reality that marriage wasn’t all roses 
and rosy was a slap in the face emotionally. It left me wondering 
if I had made a horrible mistake when it came to the choice of 
my mate.

Yes. Maybe that was it. I had chosen the wrong person. This 
line of thinking certainly entered my mind. But my brain didn’t 
just play a spirited round of the blame game, asserting that my 
husband was the problem. I also entertained the thought that 
there was something wrong with me; that although I had read 
every popular Christian marriage book out there at the time— 
curled up on my college bunk bed, highlighting until my fat pink 
pen ran out of ink— I just wasn’t cut out to be a wife. Both these 
options left me feeling disheartened and miserable.

I wiped my eyes and then tried to give myself a little pep 
talk, assuring my fretting brain that everything was going to be 
all right. Maybe I was just overreacting. After all, there wasn’t 
a major issue in our marriage. There hadn’t been any infidelity. 
We weren’t in deep financial trouble. Neither of us had a major 
crisis in our career. There wasn’t any verbal or physical abuse. 
A few couples we’d gone to college with were experiencing one 
or more of those serious issues. I thought perhaps reminding 
myself of this fact would make me feel better about my current 
unpleasant situation.

But it didn’t. No matter how stellar and convincing a self- 
lecture I could muster up, I couldn’t see past the pain and sor-
row of my current condition. This was not the newlywed life I’d 
wanted. Marriage was supposed to be magical. Fulfilling. Fairy- 
tale- like. Not the stress- inducing, bawl- my- eyes- out, fresh disap-
pointment I was currently drowning in. Weren’t we supposed to 
be crazy in love? What in the world went wrong?
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14 KEEP SHowING UP 

WHY MARRIAGE IS SO STINKIN’ DIFFICULT
Now that I’ve had a couple decades of marriage under my belt, 
I recognize that my newlywed disillusionment was not unique 
to me. There are lovers all over the globe who dive excitedly into 
marriage only to realize, after taking the matrimonial plunge, 
that their relationship as husband and wife is not the heavenly 
home front they’d imagined. So just what is the problem? Why is 
obtaining a marriage of harmony and bliss so much harder than 
falling in love and dating? Is it the sex? Meddlesome in- laws? 
Financial pressures? Conflict over the kids? Is it just the sheer 
daily grind of navigating work and home responsibilities while 
dealing with differing perspectives and personalities? Yes, it’s 
all that and more. And while I can’t possibly hope to touch on all 
those marital trouble spots in one short book, I can focus on one 
crucial half of the marital equation: you.

You heard me. I said you. Not your husband. Not what he is 
or is not doing— but you.

But first, let’s look at some of the underlying issues that 
make marriage today so difficult.

We Have Sky- High Expectations for Marriage

From the time I was a little girl, I had an idealistic view 
of marriage. My neighbor Ann and I would sometimes spend 
the afternoon on my front porch playing with our Barbie dolls. 
Between the two of us we had several female dolls but only 
one Ken doll. So we had to take turns sharing the only hubby 
we had.

When it was my turn for Ken to be my Barbie’s hunk- of- a- 
husband, sometimes the duo spent a quiet evening at home in 
the Barbie DreamHouse. Other times they ventured off in the 
fancy aqua camper on an exciting summer vacation. Or perhaps 
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 wHERE DoES A wIfE Go To RESIGN? 15

they splashed around in the makeshift swimming pool Ann and 
I had created from a shallow Tupperware bowl. But one thing 
they never did? They never fought.

The husbands and wives on television rarely fought either. 
Or if they did, the conflict was resolved within a span of thirty 
minutes. Many of the people I knew in real life— neighbors, 
relatives, teachers— seemed to have their marital acts together. 
No, not all of them. I also knew of couples who either had gotten 
divorced or were in the process of doing so. But at that time, this 
was rare. And I surmised my marriage would not be like those.

Setting the bar too high in marriage— surmising that yours 
will be free of conflict, full of romance, not a struggle but a 
breeze, sets you up for disappointment. Let’s ditch any idealistic 
notions and opt for some realism instead. There will be troubles 
from time to time— maybe even a lot of the time. But while we 
can’t change our circumstances, we can change our perspective. 
We can expect such times and grow despite them.

Our Culture Doesn’t Support Marriage or 
Encourage Couples to Stay Married

In fifth grade I remember being able to count on one hand 
the number of classmates I knew whose parents were not 
together. And society as a whole, for the most part, seemed to 
support and encourage marriage. There were some who bought 
into the old “a woman needs a man like a fish needs a bicycle” 
philosophy, but they were women I only read about or saw on 
the news. They weren’t the actual women in my life who were 
influencing me. The women I knew believed in marriage.

I have often wondered about the institution of marriage in 
the past. Was it easier to be married years ago when staying 
together was expected and divorce was taboo? Today, do we 
have the same outside support that marriages had in the past? 
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16 KEEP SHowING UP 

And, if not, has losing that outside support made staying mar-
ried even more difficult?

I love historical buildings. Give me a good tabletop book, 
full of glossy photographs of architecture from the past, and I 
will snuggle up under a blanket and dreamily peruse it for hours. 
One of those ancient, intricate architectural styles is the cathe-
dral. I was challenged once to think about how a cathedral’s 
structure illustrates the connection in years gone by between 
marriage and society.

Most cathedrals have a unique component to their architec-
ture called a flying buttress. Buttresses were designed to hold 
the walls and roofs of cathedrals together by exerting pressure 
from the outside. Over the years, however, builders learned to 
tuck away the reinforcements inside the structures or even hide 
them within the masonry walls. They no longer had to rely on 
exterior construction components to hold the walls together. 
They counted on what was inside the building to make them 
stand strong and tall.

Now consider marriage in our current culture. There just 
aren’t many outside forces acting upon it in a positive way any 
longer. In fact, sometimes the opposite is true. Marital breakups 
are winked at. Shrugged off. Even celebrated sometimes. Serial 
marriages aren’t rare anymore— especially in Hollywood.

Because of our culture’s shift from supporting marriage, 
expecting unions to last, it’s easier to just give up when things 
become strained. I’ve been told by a marriage counselor that 
roughly 50 percent of the people who walk down the aisle think 
in the back of their minds that if they become disenchanted or 
even bored, they can just throw in the bouquet and walk away. 
Then they can set off looking for a new partner who will make 
them have all the tingly feelings again. Or if they consider dis-
solving the marriage, they may not be met with a slew of people 
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urging them to hang in there and do the hard work of strength-
ening their relationship with their spouse. Instead, they may be 
thrown a divorce party instead.

Yes. You read that right. This is actually a thing! A quick peek 
at Pinterest will even give you all sorts of ideas for hosting one, 
such as how to make a “Divorced Diva” sash for the new “Ex- Mrs.” 
to wear, how to create clever invitations for her friends that read, 
“I do. I did. I’m done,” or instructions for playing the game “Trash 
the Dress” with the soon- to- be- single gal’s wedding gown.

How disgraceful.
Because we don’t always feel support from the outside, it 

can contribute to what we ourselves think about our marriage. 
Will we knuckle down and press on, recognizing that marriage 
is rough but oh- so worth it, or will we too decide to just fold up 
shop and move on instead? Why not? It seems plenty of other 
people are doing it, and being celebrated as they do.

And I’m not talking about always actually getting a legal 
divorce. Sometimes we just become emotionally detached— 
divorced in our affections, distant, and disillusioned. Emotional 
divorce is accepted, often even expected, in our culture. It’s the 
stuff sitcoms are made of.

Everybody seems to agree: marriage is just too difficult. And 
the quickest, easiest solution? Too often, it’s divorce.

We Are Fallible Creatures in a Fallen World

Now, please don’t misinterpret my words and conclude 
that I believe there are never good reasons for divorce. Or that 
remarriage is wrong. A quick scroll through my phone contact 
list of close friends would prove just the opposite! I have walked 
with many dear friends through painful, sometimes unwanted, 
divorces. And I have happily danced at the weddings of friends 
when they remarried after surviving a divorce. Although I am a 
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18 KEEP SHowING UP 

strong proponent of marriage, I realize we live in a fallen world. Not 
only are there biblical grounds for divorce, there are also serious 
cases of abuse. Certainly, women often endure horrific— even 
dangerous— conditions in their marriages that traumatize them 
and jeopardize their children, and they need to seek help to escape.

Marriage is difficult simply because we are fallible creatures 
who sometimes make seriously poor choices. Although most of my 
friends who have experienced divorce were the victims— having 
spouses who had affairs and then left them— there are a few who 
decided to divorce for reasons not outlined in Scripture. They 
didn’t hang in there when times got tough. They broke up their 
marriage due to their own affair, or even for a trivial reason. Some 
just decided they were not happy anymore. And since they thought 
marriage was designed to make them happy, they threw in the 
towel, left their spouses— and in some cases, their children— and set 
out to start a new life. Years later, they realized what they did was 
wrong, but there was no way to go back because they or their first 
spouse had remarried. For these people, there is forgiveness and a 
fresh start. It has been exciting for me to see them gain a renewed 
perspective on marriage, one that lines itself up with Scripture.

We deal daily with the results of fractured relationships 
and sinful choices. But the good news is that there is a God who 
redeems and makes all things new. So please know that when I 
speak of hanging in there during the difficult times of marriage, 
I am not subtly implying anything about any marriages from 
your past. No whispers of shame ruffling through these pages. 
No implications of guilt. Just God’s wonderful mercies that are 
new for each of us every single morning.

What else contributes to the reality that forging a harmoni-
ous marriage isn’t a walk in the park? How about our clashing 
personalities and demeanors? This has been especially true in 
my own marriage.
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 wHERE DoES A wIfE Go To RESIGN? 19

OPPOSITES AT TR ACT, OR OPPOSITES AT TACK?
The day my husband and I walked down the aisle over a quarter 
century ago, a thought gripped my mind, threatening to knock 
the joy right out of our ceremony, replacing it with fear and 
worry instead. You see, just weeks earlier, as we sat in my pas-
tor’s office for one of our premarital counseling sessions, we’d 
been told that the results of our personality- and- strengths pro-
file tests revealed a sobering assertion— less than 5 percent of 
the marriages consisting of two people with our specific profiles 
end up lasting.

Lovely.
My husband and I were college sweethearts who loved the 

Lord— and each other— immensely. We couldn’t wait to become 
a family, forge ahead in ministry in our local church, and, we 
hoped, welcome children into our home someday. However, 
the pastor’s pronouncement dangled ever in my mind, a dark 
cloud of potential doom that I feared would turn into a storm 
of sadness. As a child and young adult, I had a front- row seat 
watching the marriages of several couples I dearly loved end up 
in divorce court. I didn’t want my husband and me to be the next 
ones standing in front of the judge.

However, as I observed those marriages and others that 
ended as well, they showcased for me an important truth I have 
seen played out repeatedly over the past three decades: it takes 
two people to create a strong Christian marriage. Unfortunately, 
it takes only one person to break it up.

I determined not to go forth in debilitating fear of what 
might happen once we’d recited our vows. I could do nothing 
to control the behavior of my husband should he decide to leave 
me someday. However, I could determine that— with God’s 
help— I myself would be a person who kept my marriage vows, 
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20 KEEP SHowING UP 

even when my husband’s habits or personality differences drove 
me nuts, and despite seasons when the storms of life would rock 
our relationship. My actions toward my spouse could reflect the 
unconditional, steadfast love of God to those who were watching 
us, both up close and from afar. I knew it would not be easy, but 
I was determined to try.

As our marriage marched on, no serious sins or major storms 
of life presented themselves. It was more just an overall feeling 
of frustration with the way my husband and I are so different. In 
how we process problems. How we think things should be done 
around the house. How we interact with people. And don’t even 
get me started with the thermostat!

I loved that my fiancé was laid- back and agreeable. However, 
about three months after he became my husband, I began to 
interpret his easygoing, often indecisive demeanor as passivity. 
I hated when he was passive. It caused me to get aggressive. 
I guess you could say we had a passive- aggressive marriage!

Meanwhile, my fiancé loved how during our dating years it 
seemed I could talk to anyone about anything. But about three 
days into our honeymoon he wondered when I was ever going 
to shut up! (He says if I go before him, he will put a period on 
my tombstone because he will then know I am finally finished 
talking!)

These aren’t our only differences. We spend our money and 
our time differently. We clean the house differently. We don’t 
always agree on parenting decisions. We communicate differ-
ently. When conflict arises, he would prefer to wait until . . . well, 
never to address it. In contrast, I would have chosen to discuss 
it yesterday had I known it would happen today! Why, we can’t 
even decide on a Pandora station to listen to on a long drive! 
(He chooses smooth jazz, while I opt for the Johnny Cash station.)

It is true that— especially in our dating years— opposites 
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attract. A soft- spoken, reserved person might be attracted to 
a significant other who is decisive and talkative. An introvert 
might go for an extrovert. A fast- paced, city girl may dream 
of romance with an unhurried country boy. Unfortunately, as 
relationships move forward, opposites also tend to attack. As a 
result, the habits and characteristics that we found endearing 
about our significant other during courtship often are the exact 
things that drive us nuts later!

This phenomenon arises because— for all of us— as our 
strengths get carried to extremes, they morph into weaknesses. 
The superb communicator becomes an annoyance who rambles 
on and on, monopolizing conversations and boring their listen-
ers (that’s me). The methodical planner becomes overcontrolling 
(also me). That happy- go- lucky, life- of- the- party person becomes 
a haphazard spouse who forgets details and appointments. The 
laid- back, agreeable person might hesitate from making deci-
sions, coming across as passive.

With every strength there is a flip side. And if the flip side 
is not dealt with, it can even lead to the disintegration of the 
marriage relationship. Journalist Mignon McLaughlin attested 
to this when she once claimed, “If you made a list of reasons why 
any couple got married, and another list of the reasons for their 
divorce, you’d have a  . . . lot of overlapping.”1

WANTING OUR OWN WAY
These personality disparities between husband and wife be-
come the soil where conflict takes root. We can’t for the life of 
us understand why our spouse handles financial decisions dif-
ferently than we would. Or why they stack clean dishes the . . . 
ahem  .  .  . wrong way. (The right way, of course, being how we 
would do it.) Or we blink in disbelief at their unconventional 
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22 KEEP SHowING UP 

method for painting a room, which seems totally backward 
to us. These dissimilarities greatly intensify during the par-
enting years. So many arguments pop up when mom and dad 
have entirely different opinions about how to discipline their 
darling dependents.

However, what really makes a harmonious relationship so 
elusive is that, due to our sin nature, we are wired to think only 
of ourselves. Or at least to think of ourselves first. I’m not sug-
gesting that we are all complete nuptial narcissists, but we do 
tend to look out for good ole number one.

The biblical writer James wisely asks, “What causes fights 
and quarrels among you? Don’t they come from your desires that 
battle within you?” (4:1).

We want our own way. We want our spouse to let us get our 
own way. And striving to get it leads to conflict. Conflict, when 
not handled properly, causes friction and frustration. When we 
are part of a marriage experiencing such struggles, we begin to 
wonder what is wrong. Why can’t we just get along and be happy?

Ultimately, each marriage— and the challenges it brings— is 
unique. However, two realizations I’ve come to discover over the 
past three decades of marriage to my college sweetheart have 
greatly helped me to keep showing up and keep working on our 
relationship. These truths are not profound, but they are pro-
foundly true: marriage is hard and it’s not about me.

Haven’t we been programmed to believe just the opposite? 
Especially in this age of social media, where creatively orches-
trated engagements materialize right there before our eyes 
on our phone’s tiny screen. Or Pinterest- perfect husbands and 
wives appear on our laptops in the form of smiling spouses, eat-
ing delicious food in picturesque surroundings, with the look 
of love dancing in their eyes. We get the impression that if only 
you find Mr. or Mrs. Right, a harmonious marriage will ensue. 
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Marriage isn’t hard. Marriage is a breeze! Well, as long as you 
picked the right person.

And, of course, we think marriage is all about us. It is what 
will finally make us happy— just as Barbie was with Ken cruising 
down life’s merry lane in the cherry- 
red Barbie convertible! When we find 
that perfect soul mate, we’ll achieve 
relational heaven on earth. We’ll look 
deep into the eyes of our significant 
other and romantically utter, à la Jerry Maguire, “You complete 
me.” (I’m so sorry. My nineties are showing.)

How glorious it would be if all these things were true. But 
the tough reality is that marriage is hard and it’s not at all about 
us. And it’s really not even about our spouses. Well, then, just 
who or what is it about then?

WHY GOD PL AYED TINDER WITH ADAM AND EVE
Have you ever wondered why God invented marriage? I mean, 
aside from the obvious reason that a husband and wife could 
produce babies who would grow up and get married and pro-
duce more babies, so the world would keep spinning and spawn-
ing new life. I mean, after all, God is God. He could have come up 
with any number of scenarios for producing new human beings 
while allowing time to go marching on. Why did he decide to 
initiate the institution of marriage? And why- oh- why didn’t he 
also cause it to be a tranquil and effortless affair? Let’s crack 
open the Bible to see if we can figure it out.

The first mention of the covenant of marriage is in Genesis, 
the Bible’s first book. After spending six days creating the heav-
ens and the earth, vegetation and animals, and finally Adam, the 
very first man, God rested from his work. Then God looked at 

Marriage is hard and 
it’s not about me.
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Adam and determined that he was not only alone but also lonely. 
We pick up the story in Genesis 2:18: “The Lord God said, ‘It is 
not good for the man to be alone. I will make a helper suitable 
for him.’ ”

Whoa, now. Hold the phone. Or at least let it roll over to 
voice mail. Helper? A helper? Really? What a weak and wimpy 
word! It makes me think of Hamburger Helper— that dish you 
quickly throw together when supper is near but you haven’t been 
anywhere near your kitchen that day to make it. “Oh, here. This 
box of helper will do. It won’t be very good, but it will suffice in a 
pinch.” But is this word used in Genesis— translated “helper”— a 
weak “it’ll do for now” word?

I’ve heard and read many explanations of this word’s meaning 
over the years. Some people have asserted that the woman was 
made to be a subordinate, almost less- than in importance, assis-
tant to the first man, ready to carry out his wishes in complete 
submission and without question. Others have made light of the 
situation, suggesting that Adam was so incompetent he certainly 
needed a helper. Why, he probably couldn’t find his way around 
the Garden of Eden and would never dare to stop and ask for 
directions. And so, ta- da! God created Eve. Not to be a subordi-
nate but because Adam would surely never survive without her.

Let’s look for a moment at the intended meaning of the word 
we read today as helper.

In Hebrew, the language in which Genesis was first written, 
the word helper is the word ezer, a masculine noun that does, 
at its core, mean “to help.” However, many biblical scholars 
assert that ezer originally had two root words with two varied 
meanings; each was based on an initial guttural sound, but over 
time blended into one word. One sound meant “strength,” and 
the other meant “power.” If so, the meaning of ezer has nothing 
to do with a weak, subordinate counterpart. In fact, if you grew 
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up in a church that was in the habit of singing hymns on Sunday 
morning, perhaps you recognize this root word from the sec-
ond stanza of “Come, Thou Fount of Every Blessing” by Robert 
Robinson, where it reads, “Here I raise my Ebenezer; hither by 
thy help I’m come.”

What’s an “Ebenezer”? (I mean aside from the first name of 
Charles Dickens’s famous character Scrooge!) The Ebenezer was 
a stone raised into the air by the Old Testament prophet Samuel 
(1 Samuel 7:12) intended to remind the Israelites of God’s help 
for them in their struggles. We also see the word ezer in Psalm 
33:20, used to describe God himself helping us in our time of 
trouble and turmoil. In fact, the word is used twenty- one times 
in the Bible, most often in a military sense and referring to God’s 
prevailing help. God, the epitome of strength and aid; God who 
will fight for us in battle. So, no thoughts of a weakling woman 
whose only job is to prop up Adam and be in his shadow, okay? 
Eve was a powerful partner for Adam, a strong and invaluable 
ally who fought the battles of life standing right beside him.

How God created Eve also teaches us something about the 
marital relationship. We resume the story in Genesis 2:21–23:

So the Lord God caused the man to fall into a deep sleep; 

and while he was sleeping, he took one of the man’s ribs 

and then closed up the place with flesh. Then the Lord 

God made a woman from the rib he had taken out of the 

man, and he brought her to the man.

The man said,

“This is now bone of my bones

and flesh of my flesh;

she shall be called ‘woman,’

for she was taken out of man.”
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I love that Eve was fashioned from matter taken from Adam’s 
side. She wasn’t crafted from a bone taken from his foot, signify-
ing that she was to be a slave bowing down at her husband’s feet. 
She wasn’t brought into being by using part of his head, implying 
perhaps that her brains are better than his and he’d better let 
her make all the decisions. She was taken from his side. A part-
ner. An equal. And today, husbands and wives stand side- by- side 
as each other’s ally as they travel through life together.

Of course, there are many other Scriptures that give a 
glimpse into God’s plan for marriage. Consider the very next 
verses— Genesis 2:24–25: “That is why a man leaves his father 
and mother and is united to his wife, and they become one flesh. 
Adam and his wife were both naked, and they felt no shame.”

A man leaves his family of origin. He is joined to his wife. 
This uniting is both spiritual and physical. The two humans 
become one flesh. And, they are naked and yet feel no shame.

Normally, our being stark naked in front of another human 
being makes us hesitant and reluctant— or at least it should! 
Not many of us would like to go parading around for all to see 
wearing nothing more than our birthday suits. (I still hate going 
to the doctor for my annual physical even though I’ve had the 
same wonderful doctor for more than twenty- five years!) But 
with our spouse, we can be naked and feel no shame or embar-
rassment. Not only that, we can be both naked and nekkid. 
Naked means you have no clothing on. Nekkid means you have 
no clothing on— and you’re up to something. (At least that’s 
what I’ve been told.)

So, the husband and wife are united in flesh. But being united 
spiritually? What’s up with that? We find our answer when the 
words of Genesis 2:24–25 are echoed in the New Testament book 
of Ephesians: “ ‘For this reason a man will leave his father and 
mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become one 
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flesh.’ This is a profound mystery— but I am talking about Christ 
and the church” (Ephesians 5:31–32).

The husband- wife relationship is supposed to illustrate the 
relationship between Jesus and the church, pointing others to 
its importance. Elsewhere in Scripture, the body of believers 
here on earth is referred to as the “bride of Christ.” The sacred 
truth shown in this metaphor of marriage is that God destined 
there to be an enduring union between Jesus and all those who 
place their trust in him. Our earthly marriage as Christians 
paints a vibrant portrait to the watching world of this divine 
design. God’s blueprint is for Christ and the church to be one 
(1 Corinthians 12:13; Galatians 3:28). Our relationship with our 
spouse is meant to mimic this pattern of unity.

So why would God ordain that our relationship as husband 
and wife point people to the connection between Jesus and the 
church? I mean, couldn’t they just read about it in a Bible or flip 
on a TV preacher who would give them the gospel message— the 
account of God sending Jesus to earth to die a sacrificial death, 
pay the penalty for our sins, and offer us a place in heaven for 
eternity with him?

Yes, some people do receive the gospel by those methods, 
but the timeworn saying is true: “More is caught than is taught.” 
God, in his divine wisdom, also desires that people on earth 
will catch spouses living out 
his redemptive plan. My pastor, 
author Noel Heikkinen, summed 
it up perfectly in a recent ser-
mon when he declared, “Biblical 
marriage preaches the gospel to 
our culture by modeling Jesus in a lifelong covenant between 
one man and one woman, characterized by sexual exclusivity, 
complementary servant roles, and the ongoing sacrifice of self.”

Your marriage is a 
message, and people are 

watching you preach.
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So, it isn’t just pastors who deliver a sermon. Your marriage 
is a message, and people are watching you preach.

CLOSE ENOUGH FOR COMFORT
When I became a Christian in high school, I was able to spend 
valuable time with two women who took on the task of mento-
ring me. Occasionally I spent afternoons in their homes after 
school. Sometimes I stayed overnight. I was able to watch up 
close their behavior as wives. I saw them interact with their 
spouses in situations of tension and conflict. I observed them 
having fun. I witnessed them expressing fear for the future as 
they dealt with a medical condition or a financial strain in the 
family. And all the while, I was taking copious mental notes.

I saw them live out scriptural concepts such as putting others 
before yourself, practicing patience, granting grace, offering for-
giveness, and pursuing true reconciliation. They made their hus-
bands, kids, and homes a priority while not neglecting their own 
desire and need for outside interests. I didn’t see them retaliate 
when treated wrongly. Instead, they directly but gently pointed 
out any offenses. They sought to behave in a way that honored 
God in their relationships. They weren’t perfect, but the way they 
always endeavored to represent Christ had a deep effect on me.

Their eagerness to extend their arms and welcome me into 
their ordinary family life changed my life. This front- row access 
to Christ- honoring marriages made me desire to have such a 
relationship too. These women didn’t preach. They just lived. 
And I caught the lessons they taught through that living.

Learning about how a wife should act and react wasn’t the 
only benefit. I was also introduced to the relationship of Christ 
and the church. I was intensely drawn to the gospel when I saw 
its redemptive story lived out in their homes, a living example 
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of God’s plan for humankind. I got to experience firsthand how 
much he loves the church— so much that he laid down his life 
for her.

Now, one interesting fact about the two homes where I saw 
this lived out before my eyes by wives who loved their husbands 
and the Lord: those marriages did not last. (Hang with me here. 
I have a point.) I hope that learning this doesn’t cause you to dis-
regard the important lessons I learned by studying these wives. 
The unhappy reality that these marriages didn’t last introduced 
me to the truth I mentioned already: it takes two people to make 
a great marriage. Unfortunately, it takes only one to break it up.

Both these wives meant their marriage vows. They were not 
faultless, but their perspective was in keeping with Scripture. 
While fully determined to do their part in creating a sacred 
marriage that would last, their spouses stopped working toward 
this aim. In each case, the husbands had affairs and ended up 
divorcing their wives.

While this was a sad turn of events, it also highlighted for me 
an imperative life lesson— one that I want to stress to you strongly.

Everything in life— even your life as a wife— all comes down 
to you and Jesus.

You cannot make your spouse behave a certain way. You 
can’t control his behavior or micromanage every situation. The 
only thing you can control is yourself— your response to others, 
your attitude, your behavior. In fact, that is one of the prayers 
I have for you as you read further— that you will focus on your 
own behavior rather than run to your husband to beat him over 
the head with this book and get him to change his erring ways.

It all comes down to you and Jesus.
This is not a manual about how to manipulate your man 

so he instantly morphs into Mr. Magnificent. It isn’t a step- by- 
step formula that will ensure that, if you take certain actions, 
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your husband will follow suit, and then everything will be a 
basket full of bliss in your home.

This book is really about you and your relationship with God.

• Will you dare to love, serve, and sacrifice, doing it only 
for an audience of One?

• Will you continue doing the hard, relational work of 
marriage regardless of how your husband responds?

• Will you apologize earnestly when you behave poorly and 
forgive fully when you are the one wronged?

• Will you be willing to wipe the slate clean, keep showing 
up, and keep showing Christ— not only to your spouse but 
to all the watching eyes in your little corner of the world?

Remember, it all comes down to you and Jesus. He sees your 
heart. He knows your motives. He feels your sorrow and shares 
in your suffering. You will not be held responsible for the con-
duct of your spouse, only for your own behavior.

When we understand the reality of the challenges of marriage 
and hitch it to the truth of God’s purpose for marriage, we can 

discover the encouragement— 
and the strategies— that will 
prevent us from hanging up 
on our marriages and will 
empower us with ways to hang 
in there instead. Rather than 

fighting in our marriage, we discover how to fight for our mar-
riage. Instead of resigning as “wife,” we can re- sign our commit-
ment to be “all in.”

Yes, the first few years of marriage were tough. And even 
now, three decades later, I don’t have a husband who is every-
thing I could ever want in a man. And he certainly doesn’t have 

Will you dare to love, serve, 
and sacrifice, doing it only 
for an audience of One?
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a wife who is the woman of his dreams. But do you know what 
I have discovered that makes me extraordinarily thankful and 
hopeful?

I have discovered that having— and being— an imperfect 
spouse keeps me on my knees.

You see, if I were a perfect wife and had a perfect husband 
who could meet my every need, I wouldn’t sense my need for 
Jesus. And if Todd were a perfect husband who had a flawless 
wife who never yelled or nagged (not that I ever do those things!), 
he would have no need for a Savior. So that’s why I am grateful 
I have a husband who drives me nuts (and he, a wife who drives 
him even nuttier!). Because . . .

It drives us both straight to Jesus.
And it allows these two college-  

kids- turned- middle- aged parents 
to beat the stacked- against- us 
odds. So, tonight on our thirty- 
second anniversary, we celebrate 
big with grilled cheese sandwiches 
and glasses of iced tea on our back 
deck. Our marriage is ordinary, yet it’s part of an important mis-
sion: to keep showing up, forgiving, and reflecting the gospel to 
those in our sphere of influence.

Your marriage can do the same, my friend.
Don’t resign. Re- sign.
Just keep showing up.

Marriage is when 
a man and woman 

become one; the trouble 
starts when they try 

to decide which one.
Anonymous
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T W O

EMBRACING YOUR 
SANDPAPER SPOUSE

Before you marry a person, you should 
first make them use a computer with slow 

internet to see who they really are.

wILL fERRELL

Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, 
bearing with one another in love.

EPHESIANS 4:2

When I first married, I never realized that marriage involved 
so much math. I don’t mean actual arithmetic— long divi-

sion, negative integers, or the calculation of square roots. I mean 
these little equations that form in my mind, creep into my think-
ing, and lead me to form strong opinions about my husband’s 
behavior. The format they follow is this:

Husband’s behavior = His thoughts about me.

I’ll bet you have your own unique calculations regarding 
your husband’s actions. Here are some I latched onto early in 
our marriage:
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A husband who doesn’t talk when we’re driving somewhere 

together in the car = A husband who is uninterested in 

what’s going on in my life.

A husband who doesn’t introduce me to his coworker when 

we run into him at the supermarket = A husband who is 

embarrassed by my appearance and apparel (unwashed 

hair up in a ponytail and unwashed yoga pants).

A husband who picks up fat- free half & half at the store = 

A husband who wishes I were more fat- free.

Now, these little equations could all be easily explained if I 
would just allow my guy two minutes to do so. If I would listen 
long enough to understand his actions— rather than instantly 
hurtling to conclusions— I would discover that I had come to 
some very wrong deductions.

It isn’t true that Todd is uninterested in what’s going on in 
my life when we’re rambling down the road together— my mouth 
also rambling. He’s just being quiet because he is thinking about 
something that happened at work. Or maybe he’s pondering how 
many blocks before his next turn, since the last time we drove 
to this destination he missed it— most likely because I was yak-
king! Also, the truth is that he isn’t a big talker. He’d rather drive 
in silence— unlike me, who thinks every little gap of silence on a 
twelve- hour road trip simply must be filled!

As for the encounter with his coworker, Todd was not embar-
rassed by my appearance. He just didn’t know that coworker 
very well and couldn’t remember his name. Since introducing 
us would reveal this fact, he became nervous and decided not to 
make the introduction at all.

And Todd wasn’t making a veiled comment about my weight 
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by bringing me fat- free half & half. He just doesn’t know his 
way around the dairy case at our local grocery store as well as 
I do. He simply spied a carton sporting the words “half & half,” 
grabbed it, and headed to the checkout lane.

All these little miscommunications and wrong deductions 
left me totally offended when they shouldn’t have. They caused 
me to lash out, instigating a little (okay, ginormous) spat that did 
not make for a happy home front.

Years later, I have gotten better— though not stellar— at let-
ting the poor man explain himself so these untrue views of what 
I surmise he’s thinking don’t happen. However, these irksome 
equations are elementary when compared to the equation that 
has caused the most turmoil in our marriage. It’s the calculation 
that trumps all others, one I bought into as soon as we walked 
down the aisle and into life together, one I’ve struggled with for 
the better part of three decades. Are you ready for this doozy? 
The equation is:

Different = Wrong

Do you also subscribe to the notion that different equals 
wrong? This notion rears its ugly head in marriage all the time. 
This word different applies to so many facets of marriage.

Our personality is usually unlike that of our husband. Our 
upbringing may be dissimilar. Our choice of television programs 
doesn’t always match. We may pick different restaurants to dine 
at, and let’s not even talk about which way to hang the toilet 
paper on the roll!

Most of all, our thought patterns are not similar. The way we 
filter information or process a problem may be completely con-
trary to our husband’s approach. In fact, I’ll bet this calculation 
of “different = wrong” is especially troublesome when it comes to 
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how your husband thinks— and then acts— differently than you 
do. It is so prevalent. And so daily. You see it come into play . . .

around the house
 in dealing with the in- laws (YIKES!)
  in parenting the kids
   in matters of communication
   in areas of romance and intimacy
    in how you spend money
     and on and on it goes

I spent many years arguing with my husband, either in a 
slightly joking but get- the- point- across tone or with my voice 
nearly raising the rafters— trying to convince him that his differ-
ent way of doing things wasn’t just different; it was flat- out wrong. 
It wasn’t until my good friend Mary cared enough to address this 
issue with me one day that I realized my equation was all wrong.

Different isn’t wrong. It’s just . . . different.
Mary and I have been friends for a couple decades now. We’ve 

been each other’s accountability partner in a few areas of life— 
for instance, we keep each other on track with daily Bible study 
and prayer; we discuss how to parent our children with love and 
forgiveness rather than with guilt and control. In short, we’ve 
granted each other the right to honestly— but gently— point out 
blind spots that may be hindering our relational or spiritual 
growth. The area of life in which we’ve most helped each other, 
and held each other accountable, is marriage.

One day, when I was once again complaining about my hus-
band’s “wrong” way of doing something, Mary made a statement 
I’ve never forgotten. In her sweet and encouraging voice she said, 
“Oh, Karen, if you and Todd think exactly the same about every-
thing and handle every situation in the exact same manner, then 
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one of you is unnecessary. The only person who would do exactly 
what you would do in any given situation— is you. Your marriage 
doesn’t need two Karens; it needs one Karen and one Todd.”

Her words to me that day were the beginning of a monu-
mental shift in my marital thinking. Different isn’t wrong. It’s 
just different.

This swing in philosophy didn’t happen overnight. Nor 
without great effort on my part. If there were hidden cameras 
set up in my home, they’d still catch me pacing back and forth, 
preaching out loud to myself, Different is just different. It is not 
wrong. Different is just different. It is not wrrrr . . . (suddenly spies 
the hubby doing something his own way) What are you thinking?! 
You’re doing that all wrong! (See, I told you it doesn’t come easy for 
me!) I imagine it will be the same for you, if you’ve also supposed 
that different is wrong.

A new line of thinking can emerge when we realize that my 
friend Mary is spot- on. Your marriage wasn’t designed by God 
for each of you to be a carbon copy of the other when it comes to 
how you attack life. Your differences should be not just noticed 
but embraced. Decide that you will see the opposite (and even 
contrary) ways you and your spouse think and act as beneficial 
to your marriage. Different can be delightful. And the differences 
between a man and a woman in marriage are to be celebrated, 
not spurned.

In his book What Did You Expect? Redeeming the Realities of 
Marriage, Paul David Tripp describes the delight of differences:

One way God establishes beauty is by putting things that 

are different next to each other. Isn’t this exactly what 

God does in marriage? He puts very different people next 

to each other. This is how he establishes the beauty of a 

marriage. The moon would not be so striking if it hung 
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in a white sky; in the same way, the striking beauty of a 

marriage is when two very different people learn to cel-

ebrate and benefit from their differences and to be pro-

tected from their weaknesses by being sheltered by the 

other’s strength.1

The first woman elected to the United States House of 
Representatives back in 1916 was Jeannette Rankin, who hap-
pens to be a relative in my husband’s family tree two generations 
ago. She also recognized the importance and beauty of the 
different genders when she asserted, “Men and women are like 
right and left hands; it doesn’t make sense not to use both.”2

Yes, dear cousin twice removed, Jeannette. You were 
entire ly right.

’T WILL BE ALL RIGHT (IF YOU’LL BE LIKE T WILL!)
In high school I took a home economics course. I fared rather 
well with the cooking and cleaning. What tripped me up was 
sewing. Attempting to sew a straight seam— and doing a dread-
ful job— prevented me from receiving an A. The article of cloth-
ing that wrecked my grade? A navy- blue vest made from twill.

Twill is a woven textile with a pattern of diagonal and par-
allel ribs that combine to create a finished product having two 
distinct sides. The fabric technically has a front and a back side, 
unlike plain weave, whose two sides are exactly the same.

Due to this unique weaving process, twill is very hearty 
and durable. It shows fewer spots and stains than other mate-
rials because it is highly resistant to soils. Its differing sides 
also allow the threads more flexibility; therefore, twill fabrics 
are softer and more pliable, and they drape better. The uneven 
surface of twill— as compared to the smooth surfaces of plain 
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weaves— results in a raw material ideal for sturdy work clothing 
and military uniforms. Denim is a twill. So is chino, first used for 
military uniforms in the mid- nineteenth century.

Our marriage relationship can be like twill. When two 
very different spouses come together as one, yet each retains 
their distinctiveness, the results can be a thing of strength and 
beauty. Like twill, your marriage can shed the spots and stains of 
irritations and transgressions, and it can be flexible and pliable, 
shaping itself to suit both of your needs. Your marriage will then 
be not only as durable as denim, but it will also be strong enough 
to fight the Enemy. (Psst . . . the enemy is Satan— not each other!) 
Our two- sided and oh- so- different relationships can be crafted 
to endure.

ON GRIT AND GR ACE
Another creative process that can help us understand our mar-
ital differences is one I didn’t learn about in home ec. This one I 
discovered in Mr. Cassidy’s industrial arts class!

In the eighth grade, I was in need of another elective. Be-
cause my school district wasn’t huge, my choices were limited. 
I could’ve sung in the choir, painted and thrown pottery in art 
class, or hung out in Mr. Cassidy’s room learning the ins and outs 
of working with wood and leather. I opted for industrial arts.

Now, the reason I chose it had nothing to do with the fact that 
the class was 95 percent boys. (Okay, I lie.) At any rate, I leaped 
in and learned. My first project was a stamped leather keychain 
that displayed two painted pink flowers and the word Mom. 
The flowers have faded over the decades, but my mom still uses 
the keychain. My second project was a tad more complicated: a 
paper towel holder made out of pine.

For this assignment, I had to learn to measure and cut with 
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a band saw. (I can still hear Mr. C’s voice warning, “Measure 
twice. Cut once.”) I am a safety freak and can concoct worst- 
case scenarios in about three seconds flat, so I was glad when 
that dangerous part of the job was finished and I still had all ten 
fingers attached.

The last steps of the assignment were to nail and glue the 
pieces together and then stain the pine wood a dark walnut 
shade. However, before that could happen, the most tedious— 
and time- consuming— task had to take place.

Sanding.
Now, I’d like to report to you that this was easily done on 

an electric belt sander. But again— small- school problems. We 
had to do it by hand. With rather small squares of sandpaper. 
Totally by hand. My eighth- grade self didn’t relish this stage of 
the project. I was concerned it could mess up my freshly painted 
purple fingernails!

I started with a coarse grain of sandpaper to remove the 
major wood splinters sticking out of the ends of the dowel where 
I’d cut it with the band saw.

Once finished, I went back up to the materials center to grab 
a new piece of sandpaper. This time, it was a medium grade. 
I used it to give a sweeping once- over, grind down any imperfec-
tions in the wood, and assure that the pieces would fit together 
well when I glued them.

Finally, I grabbed some squares of the finest grade sandpa-
per, designed for ultimate smoothing, and polished the wood to 
a sleek surface. However, because these pieces clogged up very 
quickly, I constantly had to toss out a square and grab another 
to keep going. Imagine my frustration! But . . .

At the end of two weeks, I had a completed— and surpris-
ingly functional— paper towel holder, fashioned solely by little 
ole me.
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Over the years, I’ve come to think of Todd as my sandpaper 
spouse. He just plain rubs me the wrong way sometimes with his 
oh- so- different- from- me ways of doing things.

Having a spouse who faces life differently can often tempt 
us to attack each other. But what if we were to flip the script and 
view things that rub us the wrong way as tools that can help rub 
off our rough edges? Tackling first our biggest flaws, which are 
most evident. Then the smaller issues that arise over time and 
also need smoothing out.

Proverbs 27:17 states, “As iron sharpens iron, so one person 
sharpens another.” If your kitchen knife is dull, you sharpen it by 
grinding it against a rough stone, not by rubbing it on cushy cot-
ton. In the same way, the rough patches in our personalities can 
help us to sharpen each other in the areas of love, compassion, 
and patience— mostly patience!

My husband’s slower- paced decision making causes me to 
pause and pray before I forge ahead, and it helps me consider 
other options I might not have thought of initially. My verbal 
processing encourages my husband to talk through issues 
rather than stuff his feelings inside where they can fester and 
later explode. And our different philosophies teach us deference, 
perseverance, and a new perspective.

My friend, actress and author Candace Cameron Bure, and 
I were chatting about marriage the other day. She and her hus-
band, Val, a Russian- born former pro hockey player, recently cel-
ebrated their twenty- second wedding anniversary— a milestone 
in itself. But couple that with the fact that she is in show busi-
ness, where people change partners faster than a speed- dating 
session, and this is an accomplishment even more remarkable!

I asked Candace why her marriage has not only lasted but 
thrived in a culture where so many couples barely make it a 
decade, deciding their spouse no longer makes them happy or 
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citing the ever- popular, “I don’t love them anymore” reason for 
calling it quits.

“Marriage is not about our ultimate happiness,” she replied. 
“That is a lie from the devil. Marriage was made to refine us, to 
grow our character. It exposes the worst in us so that we see the 
need for humility, grace, forgiveness, and, most of all, our need 
for Jesus in our marriage. We’ve been fed the American dream— 
that marriage is all about self- seeking happiness. I often wonder, 
Why would anyone stick it out if they weren’t bound to a biblical 
understanding of marriage? If you think marriage is for pleasure 
and happiness, you will always be let down. Marriage was made 
to refine you and make you more like Jesus.”

We can decide to embrace the grit- and- grace, back- and- 
forth smoothing process of our marriage. Or we can resist the 
polishing process. Trust me. Clutch it close! Let it refine you, 
making you more like Jesus as it does. As we are rubbed the 
wrong way, we can respond in grace. Forgive. Move ahead.

Ask God what he’s trying to teach through the bumpy 
patches and places in your relationship. And realize that you are 
not alone.

While we’re on the subject, you know, don’t you, that it isn’t 
just certain aspects of your husband’s behavior that bother you? 
The reverse is also painfully true, whether you and I care to 
admit it or not.

EVERYBODY’S GOT SOMETHING
My intense irritation at my husband’s actions didn’t visibly show. 
Since his mother was in the back seat of our car, I was careful 
to remain calm. However, I did sneak a darting glance toward 
him— a dagger that accurately conveyed how very much I hated 
what he’d just done.
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His dire offense? Wait for it . . .
He failed to use his blinker when changing lanes.
I am a by- the- book driver. My kids chuckle when I dutifully 

use my blinker before turning into our driveway, even when no 
one is around— which is nearly 99 percent of the time, since we 
live near the end of a cul- de- sac. Therefore, it aggravates me 
when my dear husband sometimes behaves as if turn- signal 
usage is completely optional.

This particular day, we were shuttling my mother- in- law to 
her doctor appointment. As I sat in the waiting room, my mind 
began to tally, one by one, other perfectly irksome things I didn’t 
like about my man’s behavior.

He leaves the closet and cupboard doors open. Open!
He didn’t return the stapler to its proper place when he 

finished using it the other day.
He never remembers the details of our conversations.

As each scenario popped into my mind, I grew more and 
more annoyed.

Meanwhile, on a TV in the waiting room, a meteorologist 
was predicting an ice storm later that afternoon and warning 
drivers to stay home. An elderly woman sitting next to me pooh- 
poohed the warnings. “Everybody’s got somethin’,” she declared.

I asked her just what she meant by that. “Well,” she elabo-
rated, “when we lived in Kansas, it was dust storms and torna-
does. Then, during the few years we lived in southern Florida, we 
had to prepare for hurricanes. And when we were stationed in 
California, oh what a drought we had that one year. Like I say,” 
she said again, “everybody’s got somethin’.”

My waiting room friend’s observation snapped me to attention. 
Why, oh, why do I let certain aspects of my husband’s personality and 
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conduct bother me so easily? Surely I do things that drive him equally 
crazy! Undoubtedly, I sometimes irk or offend him with my behav-
ior. Indeed, “Everybody’s got somethin’ ”— some behavior, quirk, 
practice, or habit that wreaks havoc on others, tempting them to 
become slightly irritated or even all- out furious.

Proverbs 19:11 states that “good sense makes one slow to 
anger,” and it is a person’s “glory to overlook an offense” (ESV). 
In the original Hebrew, the word glory conveys “beauty, honor, 
splendor” and even “adornment.” It unearths for us this line of 
thinking: our patience in passing over an offense— refusing to 
speedily go from zero to furious over the actions of others— 
adorns us with true beauty and honors them.

I’m not saying it’s easy. However, it is the right— and 
righteous— thing to do. Why? Because we mirror the gospel 
when we perfect the art of overlooking— excusing another’s irk-
some behavior and loving them anyway.

So how about it? Does your beloved sometimes get on your 
nerves or under your skin— or maybe even both? Does your 
response to his behavior leave no doubt about your level of 
frustration? How about trying a new approach— intentionally 
overlooking that irritating behavior?

Yes, that means we keep our cool. We don’t say a word, but 
we smile instead and love despite. In the great love chapter of the 
Bible, 1 Corinthians 13—which is read at countless weddings—  
we find these words:

Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not 

boast, it is not proud. It does not dishonor others, it is not 

self- seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record 

of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with 

the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, 

always perseveres.
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Now, there’s enough material in that power- packed chunk of 
Scripture to write a dozen books on marriage. I want us to focus 
on just three phrases:

1. “Love is patient.”
2. “It is not easily angered.”
3. “It keeps no record of wrongs.”

Oh, man. There have been— and sometimes still are— so 
many times where, if those three phrases were used as a mea-
suring stick to see how I’m treating my husband, I would flunk.

I have very little patience with him. And I can understand 
why the King James Version of the Bible doesn’t say, “Love is 
patient.” It says it “suffereth long.” Hello? Who likes to suffereth? 
And if I do have to suffereth, I want it to be overeth in a jiffy, not 
to taketh a fortnight or two.

Next up: I’m often easily angered. (Come on? Getting all bent 
out of shape and wailing like a maniac over a blinker not being 
properly deployed?) And, sad to say, I have been known to keep a 
record of wrongs. A very detailed and properly filed- away record, 
thank you very much. I not only can tell you something Todd 
did that offended me; I can tell you where we were standing and 
what he had on when it happened!

Yes, I have a terrible habit of getting historical. Yes. I don’t 
mean hysterical. I mean historical— dragging up incidents and 
wrongs from the past and then flinging them in my husband’s 
direction during a heated discussion or talk about them in a 
sarcastic way when I’m trying to make a point. (Please, someone 
tell me I’m not alone!)

Aren’t you thankful that God doesn’t treat us this way— 
getting so angry and losing patience with us, or dredging up our 
past sins and offenses? In fact, he does just the opposite:
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But you, Lord, are a compassionate and gracious God,

slow to anger, abounding in love and faithfulness.

Psalm 86:15

The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise, as some 

understand slowness. Instead he is patient with you, 

not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to 

repentance.

2 Peter 3:9

Or do you show contempt for the riches of his kindness, for-

bearance and patience, not realizing that God’s kindness 

is intended to lead you to repentance?

Romans 2:4

For as high as the heavens are above the earth,

so great is his love for those who fear him;

as far as the east is from the west,

so far has he removed our transgressions from us.

As a father has compassion on his children,

so the Lord has compassion on those who fear him. 

Psalm 103:11–13

Even when we blow it, God lovingly chooses to forgive our 
sins when we repent. The least we can do is to intentionally over-
look the peculiarities and annoying habits of our mate, remem-
bering that we have a nifty collection of them ourselves. In fact, 
this concept is found in another verse that can serve as a great 
lens through which we view forgiveness in marriage: “Be kind 
and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as 
in Christ God forgave you” (Ephesians 4:32).

Why do we show kindness when irritated, compassion when 
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wronged? Why do we choose to forgive, wiping the slate clean 
and starting fresh in our relationship?

Because this is EXACTLY how God treats us.

SEVEN SHORT SERMONS TO PREACH TO YOURSELF
So, what does this look like realistically? Are there any concepts 
we can cement in our minds to help us to love like Jesus as we 
embrace the grit and grace of living with our sandpaper spouse?

Yes, there are. First . . .
1. Choose your love. Then love your choice. When our kids 

were younger, they were always thrilled when we took them out 
for dinner at a restaurant. At a restaurant, they didn’t have to 
eat whatever Mom had cooked or Dad had grilled. Instead, they 
could order anything they desired. When they did, however, we 
made them finish what they’d chosen. No looking at your broth-
er’s chicken strips and then deciding you didn’t want spaghetti 
after all. Choose what you love, but then love what you choose. 
That was our message at the restaurant.

We would do well to adopt this concept in our marriage.
Once upon a time, you chose your partner. Now, years later, 

you need to keep choosing him daily by displaying love despite 
how you feel. By allowing the good characteristics of our spouse 
to outweigh the behaviors that aggravate us or even the recur-
ring issues that exasperate us, we choose love, reflect the gospel, 
and, over time, build a strong, caring relationship.

2. Lose the attitude. Keep the marriage. Pastor Chuck Swin-
doll has a great perspective on the part that attitude plays in our 
life: “I am convinced that life is 10 percent what happens to me 
and 90 percent how I react to it, and so it is with you.”3 Losing 
your negative attitude and adopting one that understands that 
life doesn’t always go your way— which includes the life lived 
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with your spouse and the frustrations it sometimes brings— 
make all the difference.

So . . . chin up. Smile on. Forge ahead. Don’t clothe yourself 
with a drab, complaining attitude that drags you down. Wrap 
yourself up in a cheerful, encouraging attitude that lifts you— 
and others— up.

3. To make marriage work, you have to work at your mar-

riage. Love is not merely an attitude. It takes action as well. 
Fashioning a healthy and loving relationship is not for the faint 
of heart. It takes tenacious work to make a marriage work. 
However, the reward is in the work as well. President Theodore 
Roosevelt aptly observed, “Nothing in the world is worth having 
or worth doing unless it means effort, pain, difficulty . . . I have 
never in my life envied a human being who led an easy life; 
I have envied a great many people who led difficult lives and led 
them well.”4

I love that! Especially when I think of the marriages I’ve 
observed over the years that seemed to be especially loving, 
vibrant, and successful. When I’ve gotten to know one or both 
spouses in such marriages, I’ve discovered that their relation-
ships didn’t just fall neatly into place. Those couples put in a lot 
of hard work, consistently wrestling through difficulties and 
changes over the years. Forgiving often. Fighting fair. Realizing 
that to make marriage work, you have to work at your marriage.

4. Make your differences work for you, not against you. When 
I was a young girl, I loved plush toys. One of my favorite stuffed 
animals was called Pushmi- Pullyu (pronounced “push- me pull- 
you”)— a character from the Dr. Dolittle movie based on the book 
by Hugh Lofting. In the book version, it was a cross between a 
unicorn and a gazelle; in the movie version, it was depicted as 
a two- headed llama joined by one body. But rather than this 
anatomical setup causing trouble— with each end going its own 
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way, trying to drag the other along for the ride— the two heads 
of Pushmi- Pullyu worked in tandem.

This unusual beast typically used only one of its heads when 
talking. It used the other for eating its food. This novel arrange-
ment allowed it to eat and speak at the same time, thereby 
avoiding a scolding for talking with its mouth full! It could walk, 
talk, and eat just fine, functioning without difficulty due to its 
two- heads- work- together ways.

Although we as spouses may have our heads in contradic-
tory places, we too can learn to cooperate and collaborate. While 
marriage takes work, it is less work when we are rowing the nup-
tial boat in the same direction rather than working against each 
other in a battle of wills, going nowhere. When we stop viewing 
each other as the enemy and realize we are on the same team, 
we can channel our efforts into communicating with a three- 
pronged goal of understanding, coming to a compromise, and 
then working together to succeed.

5. Specialize to maximize. Perspective changes everything. 
When you stop viewing different as wrong, you can perceive how 
having varying viewpoints, skills, and even non- strengths (my 
husband and I have learned to refer to each other’s weaknesses 
as “non- strengths”; doesn’t that sound so much better?) can be 
advantageous to your marriage. You just need to learn to spe-
cialize and maximize.

Todd and I have learned to divvy up responsibilities based 
on strengths. He is a detail guy who is observant and thorough. 
He pays the bills— on time and online— and makes the appoint-
ments for the repairman or the cable gal to come to our house 
when needed. He also researches and purchases home and auto 
insurance for our family. (Oh please! I’d rather have a root canal!)

My strengths lie elsewhere. I’m a big- picture idea slinger 
who loves interacting with people. I also have a great memory. 
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(Which my hubby hates when I use it to get historical!) So, I do 
the communicating with teachers and coaches, as well as with 
extended family members when it comes time for a get- together. 
I’m also the one who remembers to send the cards and make the 
calls for birthdays, graduations, and anniversaries.

We split up household tasks and dive in to get them done, 
remembering that it isn’t a competition and recognizing that 
there will be give and take, especially when one of us has more 
on his or her plate than usual. I may be under a book deadline or 
have a parenting responsibility that leaves me feeling stretched 
thin for time. Todd may be putting in overtime at the factory. 
When this happens, the person with more white space on his or 
her schedule picks up the slack, knowing the other will do the 
same another time.

6. Get on your knees— quickly and often! Oh, sisters— this is 
a whopping one! Trying to deal in a godly manner with a spouse 
whose conduct drives you crazy will require lots of prayer. Lots. 
Of. Prayer. You’ll need to pray for that long- suffering patience 
to overlook an offense. To ask for wisdom in knowing the best 
way— and the best time— to approach a subject. You may even 
need to fling yourself on your bed, begging God for help, before a 
massive blowup materializes.

Our prayer shouldn’t be, “Oh, Lord— please change him!” 
Our prayer should be focused on our own behavior as we ask the 
Father to help us control our own actions; to graciously respond, 
not overreact; to display godly characteristics when we interact 
with our husband; to let God do the work of refining us, through 
our sandpaper spouse; and to give thanks for the progress we will 
see both spiritually and relationally as we turn to God in prayer.

And finally . . .
7. Show love to your man for no other reason than just 

because he is your husband. It is true with spouses— and also 
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with children— that we make a powerful statement when we 
grant grace and show love for no other reason than that they 
are ours. This notion hit me in church one day as my pastor 
read about the baptism of Jesus by his cousin John: “As soon as 
Jesus was baptized, he went up out of the water. At that moment 
heaven was opened, and he saw the Spirit of God descending 
like a dove and alighting on him. And a voice from heaven 
said, ‘This is my Son, whom I love; with him I am well pleased’ ” 
(Matthew 3:16–17).

I’d read this passage dozens of times, but that day it hit me. 
God verbalized his love for his Son before Jesus had performed 
any miracles or healed any sickness. No water- turned- wine 
phenomenon had occurred yet. No feeding of the multitudes 
from just a couple of loaves of borrowed bread. God didn’t lavish 
love on Jesus because of his performance. He loved him and was 
pleased with him just because he was his Son.

CHANGE IS POSSIBLE
Recently I was munching on some jalapeño popcorn, catching 
up on the news, when NASA reported some startling findings. 
After spending almost a year in space, one of their astronauts, 
Scott Kelly, had an unusual change in his body. His DNA had 
actually been altered.

Kelly has a twin brother named Mark. The two men exhibited 
matching DNA before the trip to space, but now their DNA no lon-
ger matched. When the genetic matter of the two was compared, 
it was discovered that 7 percent of Scott’s genes had changed. 
When tested two years following his return to our planet, those 
genes still had not returned to their normal state. NASA stated 
that the excursion’s 340-day stay was considerably longer than a 
typical six- month deployment to space. While it was known that 
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a person’s genes may slightly change while they are in space, what 
was surprising is that his genes stayed altered. Somehow spend-
ing a long time in the heavens changed Scott at his very core.5

When dealing with our oh- so- 
different spouses, we may think 
we can never develop new habits 
or make progress in our verbal 
exchanges with them. Perhaps in 
the past we’ve allowed their behav-
ior to get on our very last nerve, and 
then we lashed out. Or maybe we aren’t the sort who gets visibly 
angry; instead we let our displeasure well up inside and come 
across in a classic case of the silent treatment, giving them a cold 
shoulder so icy it can freeze boiling water.

When we’ve developed a repeated pattern of interacting 
with our beloved over the years, it can become part of our rela-
tional DNA. It is ingrained. Entrenched. Our frustration grows 
as we bemoan the fact that we can never change. And it’s true. 
We can’t. Not on our own.

We can only change the same way that Scott Kelly did— by 
spending time with our mind in the heavenly places. We do this 
when we allow the Holy Spirit to infuse our soul with Scripture— 
studying God’s Word and aligning our behavior with what it 
teaches us.

God’s Word can help us . . .

• give the benefit of the doubt
• listen before lashing out
• temper our tempers
• understand that different is not wrong
• discover that different is, in fact, delightful
• ultimately act in love

Keep your eyes wide 
open before marriage, 

half shut afterwards.
Benjamin Franklin
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In other words, accurately reflect the gospel to a watching 
world. And more importantly— to a watching husband.

Will you join me in thanking God for sandpaper spouses? 
Rather than our differences driving us crazy, may they drive us 
all straight to our knees.

It’s time we let spending time with Jesus alter our rela-
tional DNA.
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10 WAYS  
To LoVE YoUR SANDPAPER SPoUSE

Let’s face it, sometimes our spouse just plain gets on our 

nerves or rubs us the wrong way. Whether it’s personality 

differences or the way we tackle tasks around the home, 

it can be a setup for frustration, anger, and conflict in our 

relationships.

Here are ten ways to be intentional in showing love to 

your spouse— even on the days when he is driving you totally 

nuts! Take time to try one out today.

1. Time travel. Let your mind wander back to when you 

first met— and fell in love with— your husband. What quali-

ties did you most love about him? Take a few minutes to 

reminisce and then let your husband know what it is about 

him that first attracted you. Either tell him in person during 

a quiet time with no distractions, or hand- write him a letter 

pointing out the character qualities you loved most about 

him— and still do!

2. Find the flip side. It is a fact that any strength, car-

ried to an extreme, can become a weakness. However, the 

flip side is also true. Often a weakness can be tethered 

back to a strength. So try to look for the flip side of your 

spouse’s annoying quality. Instead of complaining that 

he is indecisive, point out his patience when a decision 

needs to be made. Rather than grumble about his over-

controlling ways concerning how the garage is organized, 

compliment him about how neat it is. If you look for the flip 
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side of something that bothers you, you just may discover 

something good.

3. Do his job. Give your husband a break this week. 

Does he normally take out the trash? You do it instead. Is he 

the one usually responsible for vacuuming out the vehicle 

and taking it through the car wash? Surprise him and do 

it instead.

4. Send him off. Send your husband off— either by him-

self or with a few of his friends— to do something he enjoys 

doing that you do not. Get him tickets to a sporting event, 

concert, or auto show. Make up a coupon to send him off 

on an entire day of fishing. Buy him a gift card to a sports- 

themed restaurant so he can take a buddy there to order 

barbecue wings and watch the big game.

5. Bring up his childhood. Find a time to talk with your 

husband, asking him about his childhood. What was his 

favorite toy or board game? How about the sports team he 

most loved rooting for? Then head to an online auction site 

such as eBay to try to purchase an item from his childhood. 

What fun it will be when he opens it, bringing back a flood 

of fond memories.

6. Leave a treat. Here’s an easy one: leave his favorite 

snack or candy either on his pillow where he will discover it 

before bedtime or on the dash of his vehicle where he will 

see it in the morning before he goes to work. Make sure to 

leave a little note with it telling him something that you love 

about him.

7. Rally the troops. Gather the children (or poll some 

of your spouse’s closest friends) and come up with a “Top 

Ten List” of things people love about your spouse. Read it 
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aloud to him, late- show style, beginning with number ten 

and counting down. Be sure to have it typed nicely on a piece 

of paper for him to have as a keepsake of what others love 

about him.

8. Make a memorable meal. Is there a particular meal 

your spouse loves? Homemade chicken pot pie his grandma 

made, his aunt’s famous lemon meringue pie, or a scrump-

tious seafood strudel from a fancy restaurant you went to 

on your honeymoon (my husband’s fav!)? Track down the 

original recipe (or a similar one from the internet) and whip 

up a delicious meal.

9. Send something special delivery. Arrange to have 

an Edible Arrangement, a batch of cupcakes, or a box of 

sausage sticks and cheese delivered to his office on an ordi-

nary day— just because. Sign it, “From Your Not- So- Secret 

Admirer.”

10. Pray and say. Set an alarm on your phone to pray 

for your spouse at a specific time every day. Once you’ve 

prayed for him, shoot him a quick text telling him so and 

sharing what your requests to God are on his behalf. If you 

aren’t praying for your spouse, who is?
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